Application Instructions

Our Tips

We recommend that you check your graphics for size
before applying, if there are any problems with them get
in touch. Once you are happy that your graphics are as ordered,
it's time to get applying. The first job is to prepare the surface. Make the
surface is completely clean, free of any dirt, and dry. If the surface is cold to
touch, we recommend heating gently with a hair dryer/heat gun until warm.
Your graphics won’t stick to newly polished surfaces, so make sure you
clean before applying or delay polishing. We would also avoid applying in direct sunlight or extreme hot/cold
conditions. Lastly, it can be useful to make some guides on the surface with masking tape so that you have
something to line up to when applying.

Standard Graphics
There will be three layers, the backing paper, the actual graphic and a layer of application tape. Start by
SLOWLY and carefully peeling back the backing paper making sure that all of the graphic sticks on the
application tape. With finer details take your time and use a bit of pressure to make sure everything comes
off. With the backing paper removed, hold the graphic up to the surface and align with any guides you
have already made. Once you are happy with the positioning, start smoothing down with the enclosed
applicator, getting rid of any bubbles. Then, slowly remove the application tape leaving the graphic in
place.
If any air bubbles appear, you can pop these with a small pin or needle. They will gradually disappear over
time.

With Clear Protective Layer
There are three layers to these graphics; the white backing paper, the actual graphics and a layer of clear
protective vinyl. As the clear layer will remain on the graphics, you can trim to fit before applying. Remove
the white backing paper first, align with any guides you have made on the surface, once you are happy with
the positioning use the included applicator to smooth down and get rid of any air bubbles. The clear
protective layer should turn transparent once applied. If it still looks an opaque colour, apply heat slowly and
the adhesive should cure.

Striping Tape

Simply peel the edge of the striping tape away from the backing paper. Line up with any guides you have
made and slowly peel more of the backing paper off once you are happy with the positioning. Use the
enclosed applicator to get rid of any air bubbles. Continue this process until you have completed your new
striping line. You can also apply these using the wet method, fill a spray bottle with a water/washing up
fluid mix and spray on the surface. This will stop the tape sticking straight away and give you time to play
with the positioning. Use the applicator to squeeze out any air bubbles and leave to dry.

Clear Protective Vinyl

Apply to areas you wish to protect. This graphic will come as two layers - the protective layer and the
white backing paper. Remove the white backing paper and, using the ‘squeegee’ included, smooth down
thoroughly as you go getting rid of any air bubbles. Once applied the vinyl should turn transparent. If it still
looks an opaque colour it’s probably down to the temperature when applying, apply heat slowly and the
adhesive should cure.

If you are storing your graphics before applying for any length of time we would
suggest doing so at room temperature, and out of extreme hot or cold temperatures.
You can remove them at any time, days or years, by simply applying heat with a hair
dryer or heat gun. This will melt the adhesive and they should peel straight off. Be
careful that you don’t start to melt the surface when doing this, start off with a little heat
and work up if the graphics still aren’t coming off. Then, clean the surface well to
remove any remaining residue.
It might be worth taking in to consideration that surfaces do fade over time, especially
if kept outside. If your graphics have been on for a while, or subject to direct sunlight,
you may notice this when removing them.
PLEASE NOTE: These instructions are only guidelines, we can’t be responsible for
graphics applied remotely. Whilst we can’t offer refunds for used graphics, we will do
our best to solve any problems you have.
We would suggest that you check your graphics for size and suitability before applying.
If you are unhappy with your order, have any problems or questions regarding your
graphics, please don’t hesitate to contact us using any of the details below.
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